
A man dressed as a Santa Claus descends from the roof of the Pediatric Clinic in Ljubljana yesterday. — AFP
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Vandals have taken a hammer to a 115 mil-
lion year-old dinosaur footprint at a world
renowned site in Australia, with officials

yesterday slamming the “sad and callous” act. The
footprint of the medium-sized theropod was
found by palaeontologists in 2006 at Flat Rocks
in Victoria state-one of only a handful of polar, or
ice-age, dinosaur sites in the world. Last week
officials discovered it had been deliberately dam-
aged as they took a school group to see it. “It is
sad to think a person or persons who knew the
location of the footprint would deliberately dam-
age an important local icon that is recognized as
being of international scientific significance,” said
Parks Victoria ranger Brian Martin.

Soon after its 2006 discovery palaeontologists
made a silicon rubber mould of the find. But
rather than remove and store it at a museum, they
decided to leave it in the rock, so visitors could
have the thrill of seeing it in its natural state. It is
located at an area known as the Dinosaur
Dreaming site within the rocky Bunurong Marine
Park, discovered in 1991 and which has yielded
thousands of bones and teeth. Parks Victoria said
the footprint was significant as it represented a
moment frozen in time when a meat-eating
dinosaur stood on that spot. 

This differs from the recovery of bones from
fossil layers in the area that have been deposited
there by ancient fast-flowing rivers. Mike
Cleeland, from the Bunurong Environment
Centre, said he hoped the footprint could be
repaired. “The thrill of seeing a real dinosaur

footprint has been diminished with the callous
act of vandalism,” he said. “Fortunately, I was
able to retrieve some of the broken pieces of the
footprint and hopefully the technicians at
Museum Victoria may be able to restore the
footprint to some degree.” — AFP

Vandals take hammer to ancient
Australia dinosaur footprint

An undated handout combo picture released by Parks Victoria yesterday, shows a dinosaur footprint (left)
before it was damaged by vandals (right) at Flat Rocks. — AFP

When life gave one Chinese com-
pany giant panda poop, it
decided to make paper-and

profits. The Qianwei Fengsheng Paper
Company in southwest Sichuan province
has teamed up with the China
Conservation and Research Center for the
Giant Panda to recycle the animal’s faeces
and food debris into toilet paper, napkins
and other household products, state media
reported yesterday. The goods, soon to be
released on the Chinese market, will be

marketed as part of a “panda poo” prod-
uct line decorated with a picture of the
bamboo-eating, black-and-white bear.

“They’re taking care of our garbage
for us,” Huang Yan, a researcher at the
giant panda center, told the Chengdu
Business Daily. Huang told Xinhua state
news agency that the 10 kilograms (22
pounds) of bamboo poo that adult pan-
das unleash daily are rich in fiber after
absorbing the fructose from the shoots. In
addition to their valuable dung, pandas
also produce 50 kilograms of food waste
every day from the bamboo husks they
spit out after chewing. 

While the process of turning bamboo
into paper generally involves the breaking
down of fructose to extract fibre, this step
naturally occurs in the pandas’ digestive
tract, the paper company’s president,
Yang Chaolin, told Xinhua. Fengsheng will
collect the faeces from three panda bases
in Sichuan a couple of times a week. After
it is boiled, pasteurized and turned into
paper, it will be tested for bacteria before
going on sale. Boxes of “panda poo” tis-
sues will be sold at 43 yuan ($6.5) a pop.
“Pandas get what they want and we do
too,” Yang said. “It’s a win-win.” — AFP

Chinese firm turns panda
poop into toilet paper

A staff member displaying napkins made from panda faeces and food debris in Chengdu in
China’s southwestern Sichuan province. — AFP photos

Napkins made by panda faeces and food
debris is seen in Chengdu in China’s south-
western Sichuan province yesterday.

Tourists pose for
a photograph in
front of a
Christmas 
decoration set on
Lubyanka Square
in Moscow. —AFP


